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Meer_infants1_learning1_intelligence1_question1_being1
How is it possible that babies learn so much during the first year of life? 

Meer_culture1_connection1
I think we have to rethink our structures and build new theories that are not depending on nature, not de-
pending on nurture and not depending on the interactionist position. We have to look at it with completely 
new eyes and that requires a lot of us, as researchers.

Meer_culture2_evolution1_environment1_being2
I would say that personality is something that you develop in interaction with your environment and the 
people around you. I don’t think you are born with a particular personality from day one. 

Meer_reality1_body1_movement1_connection2_learning2_being3_infant2
I don´t think that babies experience a fantasy reality, I think they can pretty much distinguish between the 
real world. And they live in the real world. They are bodily creatures that have to learn a lot about them-
selves and the world they move in. I also think that our brains haven’t developed to think and feel, but they 
actually have developed to control movements. So movements is at the core of what we are as people, I 
really think that. And it is by producing movement in the real world, that allows you to interact with the 
real world, and explore the real world with all senses and all of your body.

Meer_evolution2_connection3_infant3_network1_force1_being4
There’s a lot of development going on already when the baby is still a fetus. Things are happening very fast, 
there is folding in the brain, structures in the brain that are developing before birth and then after birth 
that continues very fast. So during the first 2-3 years of life enormous things are happening in the brain, 
in number of synapses that are exploding and myelination so that the brain can send signals fast from one 
part of the brain to the other part of the brain. So there is so much happening, it is like the baby is building 
its own infrastructure of its own brain and we should help the baby doing this by allowing the baby to ex-
perience as much rich information as possible. Not to push or overstimulate the baby, because babies are 
actually quite capable of letting us know when they’ve had enough, but by all means we shouldn’t underes-
timate them and keep experiences from them, because they are not supposed to be ready for it. 

Meer_information1_reality2_meaning1_object1
I think that a lot of the information in the outside world is actually veredical, so it’s there and it’s for both 
you and me to pick up. We are not looking at things and then adding meaning or interpreting what it is in 
our brains, that almost becomes black boxes, I think the information is out there, and the meaning of an 
object is in the object, it is not something that is added onto the object by the perceiver, but the meaning is 
out there and it is the task of the perceiver to differentiate, to pick up this information. 

Meer_infant4_connection4_reality11
In psychology text books you always see those blurry pictures of what the babies can see, but we now know 
that babies can focus at 20 cm, which is actually the length of their own arms,  and it is also the distance 
the mother’s face is away, when she is breastfeeding her baby, so the things that are important for the baby 
is perfectly in focus. 

Meer_movement2_connection5_learning3_infant5
I think inside the womb the baby has already learned that certain movements feel in a certain way, but the 
main task for the baby as soon as it is born is to link those bodily movements to sight of the movement, to 
gain visual control over the arms and legs for instance. 

Meer_evolution3_being4_technology1_consciousness1_infant6_intelligence2
I don´t think that our babies are born as primitive organism with an immature brain, I think babies, even 
the fetus, are much more clever than we give them credit for, and this is shown by the more advanced our 
technology becomes to measure the fetus.



Meer_waves1_consciousness2_infant7
We know that newborn babies whose mothers have been listening to soap opera, while they were pregnant, 
when those new born babies are presented with the same theme song, there are signs in their heart rate and 
sucking frequency showing that they actually recognise the song, from the time they were inside the womb, 
so even the fetus learns, and it is not constrained by a primitive brain.

Meer_evolution4_infants8_being5_system1_time1_learning4_body2_intelligence3
The brain plays a role, but it’s not that typical black box where everything is happening, without really 
anybody knowing what exactly is happening. It has become an explanation, especially from psychologists, 
that I find unsatisfactory because it’s not explaining how babies on earth can develop so fast in such a short 
period of time. It’s not explaining whether it’s because of the babies genes, or brains, or because of all these 
experiences they are encountering. I think we need to start thinking differently about the brain as an organ 
which is sitting on the top and steering everything in a hierarchical kind of view. The body and the brain 
work together as a dynamical system. It is not that one part of that system is more important or powerful 
than any other parts. 

Meer_wave2_force2_system2_nothing1
When a river streams, sometimes you see vortices appearing at particular places in the river, and you could 
argue that somebody or something is instructing all the water-molecules to start behaving in this kind 
of way simultaneously, so a vortex appears, but you could also argue that there is no God, no brain or no 
nothing sending out instructions to all the water-molecules separately, but that it’s all the different parts of 
the system that makes the vortex appear like the incoming water, the sand, the stones in the bottom of the 
river, the plants.. All together, not one of them being more important than any other of the subsystems, but 
together they make structure and order appear. 

Meer_connection6_movement3_information2_time2_force3_infant9_intelligence4
These nerve-cells or neurons they kind of make up the infrastructure of a baby’s brain, and during the first 
3 years of life there is up to 10.000 new connections between nerve cells appearing per second. So it’s a huge 
explosion of connections… So initially the information kind of travels windy roads in the brain, but if you 
make the same movement over and over again those windy trails will become almost like the highway of 
the brain. 

Meer_information3_connection7_system3_learning5
So the more often you do something the more economically the information is transported inside the brain, 
and then you end up with a system with many many highways. But the brain also works this way, that if you 
don’t use the highways you have made, then they may disappear in favor of networks that are being used. 

Meer_connection8_being6_learning6_network2_intelligence5
We now know that you actually can make new networks throughout life, but the fact that it goes so fast and 
easily during the first three years of life let us to believe that it was only possible. But we now know that you 
remain a learning person all your life.

Meer_meaning2_reality3_nothing2
Meaning I don´t think is added by the baby after a while, but I think that the baby behaves and perceives in 
a meaningful world from day one and builds from that.   

Meer_time3_environment2_reality4
I don´t think we know that much about how a baby experiences time... I don´t know. But I simply can´t 
envisage that a baby or even a fetus initially have no idea of time or no sense of time, and then suddenly it 
appears. It doesn´t make sense. It is just the way the baby is in its natural environment that takes time. It’s 
almost a little bit like a candle burning down. That takes time, but the candle itself doesn´t need to be aware 
of time, you don’t need to have, somewhere outside the candle, a structure that represents time, and I think 
it is the same for babies, it’s just the way we are. 



Meer_learning7_time4_force4_evolution5_question2_being7
How on earth can things happen so fast in such a short period of time? Never again later in life, will you 
learn so much as you learn during the first years of life. 

Meer_learning8_evolution6_infant10
There are physical constraints to how well we can develop. But I think that mostly we tend to underestimate 
our babies potential for learning. It’s actually not difficult to teach a two-year-old to read or to swim, but in 
our culture, especially, we are forever told that we should not push the baby before it’s ready for it. 

Meer_learning9_reality5_environment3
We have to provide a learning environment so that they can go out in a safe world and explore that world 
with all their senses in as many different shapes and forms as possible, both inside and outside, in sand, in 
water.. The outside world is so rich and there is so much to learn. 

Meer_information4_reality6_space1_movement4
There´s perceptual information available to help us understand the world around and to move sensibly in 
that world around us. One old philosopher once said that “It matters little through which sense I realize 
that in the dark I have blundered into a pig-sty” (Hornbostel) 

Meer_information5_time5_space2_environment4
You have to have prospective control that relies on information that is telling you about what is going to 
happen in the very near future, and there is information around us in the world.

Meer_information6_movement5
So there is information, lots of information - not just visual, but also auditory and smell information and 
so in - informing moving people about the consequences of continuing their current action. 

Meer_distance1_time6_being8_evolution7_calculation1_intelligence6_culture3_object2
Usually what people think is that babies for instance perceive, or humans or animals even, perceive a toy’s 
speed and it’s distance away from them and then do a mental calculation of distance over speed to calculate 
the time it will take for the toy to come to them. And that’s a very cognitivist way of thinking - that the brain 
is very central in making these decisions, and that not only humans but animals, they make these timing 
decisions all the time, and they have tiny brains, but they can do it and have survived for millions of years. 
So saying that people can make these timing decisions because we have such a huge and wonderful brain, 
it doesn’t make sense to me. I would like my timing strategies to be true for people, but also for bats and 
colibries and bees for that matter. 

Meer_time7_being9_movement6_culture4
Time to contact is kept constant by babies - but also by animals.. It is time that is crucial, that is what people 
and all animals use to keep constant and to control their movements with. 

Meer_movement7_distance2_nothing3_calculation2_object3
In this Tau-theory it’s all about closing movement gaps, so when I reach out for something on the table 
the distance between my hand and the toy on the table has to become zero. All production and control of 
movement is about closing motion gaps in the best possible way, and that’s not done by perceiving the dis-
tance and perceiving your own speed and then doing your calculation, but you can actually mathematically 
prove that time to contact can be perceived directly without access to speed and distance information. 

Meer_information7_space3_reality7_flow1_evironment5_movement8
It’s a perception-action cycle that never ends, so you perceive information from the environment that helps 
you to control your movements, and by moving around in your environment you create a perceptual flow 



that goes on and on and on.. 

Meer_being10_system4_information8_connection9_space4_environment6
The organism is part of a dynamical system, which is not just the organism, but the organism in it’s envi-
ronment, and perceptual information and action capabilities are also linked, so it’s a never ending circle 
where the dynamical system is consisting of the baby itself in its environment and where not any subsystem, 
that belong to the dynamical system, is more important or powerful than any other, but together they make 
development happen.

Meer_connection10_time8
In the back of the brain we have the visual cortex and there are two visual processing streams - one that 
goes from the back of the brain to the parietal lobe and one that goes to the side from the visual cortex to 
the temporal lobe. These two processing streams are connected, but they also work slightly autonomously. 
It’s the dorsal stream that is involved in skills such as timing, planning, deciding and all the sorts of things 
we think is important during the first years of life.  

Meer_connection11_communication1_wave3_oscillation1
Initially brain science was very involved in trying to find out where in the brain certain things happened. 
That is an interesting question, but we shouldn’t stop there, because that’s really just mapping, it doesn’t 
inform you about how the brain works as an organ, and since then we noticed that even when moving your 
toe, there is not only a tiny part of your brain active, the hole brain is active in almost everything you do, 
and the more parts of your brain is active, the more the brain need to communicate. And the brain commu-
nicates by brain oscillations that can have a certain frequency.

Meer_oscillation2_communication2_connection12_wave4
Certain frequencies in certain parts of the brain, where the brain is oscillating in a synchronized or a de-
synchronized manner, will tell us something about how these communicative processes within the different 
parts of the brain occur. 

Meer_movement9_communication3_oscillation3_learning10_technology2
The movements involved in producing A’s and B’s on paper are much larger, and you use many more of 
your senses than when you are typing on a keyboard. Smaller parts of the brain were active when typing on 
the keyboard and hence there was less need for the brain to communicate and using these oscillations and 
other researchers have found that when the brain is producing these oscillations it helps the brain come in 
a state that is good for learning and remembering. 

Meer_evolution8_movement10_technology2_intelligence7
To be honest I’m quite worried, because I think we are doing an experiment with future generations, be-
cause the brain has evolved not to think and feel, but to control movements. So the more we separate the 
production of movement from the things we are doing, the less you use your brain for what it has evolved 
to do. So the brain might go to a kind of sleep mode and we don’t know the long term consequences of such 
a sedentary lifestyle is for children and adults. 

Meer_movement11_evolution9_change1
What we do when we take away movement from our daily lives is actually doing an experiment with the 
next generation, because we don’t know how little or no movements influence our future brain develop-
ment. 

Meer_oscillation4_wave5_reality8_object_infant11
Babies show gamma oscillations, high frequency oscillations, when the toy is hitten, so they produce these 
brain oscillations when the toy is not there, almost as if to keep the toy in their minds, while it’s not visible, 
to be able to act upon it by catching it with their gaze as soon as it reappears again.  



Meer_oscillation5_wave6_reality9_object4
It looks like these gamma oscillations are the brain’s way of keeping a toy which is not visible in mind. 

Meer_oscillation6_wave7_intelligence8_infant12
It seems to be a developmental phenomenon that babies brains are not capable to oscillate at these high 
frequencies as yet as adults brains can. 

Meer_conciousness3_oscillation7_nothing5_wave8
The lower frequency oscillations can be indicative of lower consciousness, sleep, meditative state etc, but in 
babies it is usually a sign of less developed brain structures. 

Meer_connection13_communication4_oscillation8_wave9_intelligence9
Before we were mostly interested in finding where the things were happening in the brain structurally, 
but now we know that in almost every task the whole brain is being used and the more parts of the brain 
that is being used the larger the need for the brain to communicate between all these different parts and 
communication in the brain is done by brain oscillations that can have different frequencies, and these can 
happen in a synchronized, where they all fire together or unsynchronized way where they fire in opposite 
directions. 

Meer_connection14_network3_intelligence10
Nerve cells are linked through different connections forming networks and the more often you use a cer-
tain network the more it will become like a motor highway instead of like a faint trail in a forest. So you 
have to maintain these networks that are existing in the brain, because otherwise you will lose it in favor of 
other networks that are being used. 

Meer_consciousness4_nothing5_evolution9_infant13
All babies all over the world can differentiate between all the sounds in all spoken languages in the world 
when they are four months old, but when they are 8 months old they will have lost this ability and they will 
only be sensitive to the sounds that occur around them in their mother tongue. 

Meer_consciousness5_question3_intelligence11
I think, in order to understand the brain and consciousness in general, we have to be very much aware of 
the questions we are asking ourselves, because question from for instance the computer metaphor then 
we will expect answers in terms of that metaphor as well. So as scientists we have to very careful with the 
questions that we are asking and the answers that we are willing to accept as valid. 

Meer_complex1_connection15_intelligence12
All these new ideas about the brain and its functions requires that we try to develop an ecological neuro-
science, for instance. We have to ask the proper questions and treat the brain as a complex organ that we 
still know very little about. 

Meer_connection16_space4_reality10_body3_environment6_movement12
It’s not fruitful to postulate that creativity is something localized in the brain, but it should be treated much 
more as an emergent principle that occurs, not just in an inaccessible region called the brain, but in inter-
action with your environment. Humans always want to put their finger on and say ‘I found creativity’, but 
it’s probably one of those wrong questions. We shouldn’t be pursuing to locate creativity, but we should 
look at the developing brain, because it is an organ that is attached to a body, that is moving around in an 
environment. 
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